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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper H will be a Hilbert space with the inner product (f, g) and the 
norm llfll = (f,f) ~2 A will denote a closed, dcnseley defined linear operator . 
in H with domain D(A). Its range will be denoted by R(A) and its null space by 
A:(A) = Ker A. B will denote a linear operator which will be a perturbation of 
d, B = A + II’ and it will be assumed that U(T) 3 D(A) and that D(B) = &=l). 
By {L,) we shall denote a sequence of linear subspaces in H such that 
L, CL,, . I f  p(f, L) denotes the distance from an element f  E H to the subspace 
L then it will also be assumed that 
VfEH, p(f) L) 4 0 as n--t m. 
It will be assumed A has discrete spectrum CT = o(A) in the following sense: 
every point of a(A) is an isolated eigenvalue of the finite algebraic multiplicity. 
We suppose also that 0 $ o(A), so that nlml is a bounded operator defined on all 
H. Let 1 A, 1 < 1 A, 1 < ... be the eigenvalues of A. If  the resolvent of =1 is 
compact for h $ u(A) and 0 4 o(A), then d-l is compact and a(9) is discrete. If  d 
is normal and ~(~4) is discrete then Ad-1 is compact. Without the assumption 
about normality it seems that -4-l is not necessarily compact when u(A) is 
discrete. We denote the singular values of d by d,(A), J,(A) = J;‘(&~) = 
AfJ”{(A-I)* d-1). I f  &4 = --1* 2 m > 0 we denote by HA the Hilbert space which 
is the completion of D(A) in the norm ilfll = (.qj, f )lj2, the inner product in 
HA being [f, g] = (Af,g) for f,  g E D(A), H,, = D(A’!‘). By a, = ~~(‘4) we 
denote the subset of the spectrum of a linear operator A which consists of the 
points A, for which a bounded noncompact sequence fn exists such that 
1 -4fn - hfn 1 + 0, n ---z ‘m, while u,. = ~,.(-a) = {A: A $ u,(A), x E a,(A*)}, uJ.3) 
is the set of eigenvalues of A, u,, = u, u u,. . The set a’,~,, consists of the eigen- 
values of the operator -4, u” = ud if they have finite algebraic multiplicity. 
Denote by -f, - strong and weak convergence respectively in H. This paper 
discusses the following problem: when +(B) ~;l(d) d 1 or h,,(B) X;l(A) ---L 1, 
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as II + 8% ? While this problem was discussed in [I, p. 3511 our results are more 
general and at the same time our technique is simpler. The same problem will 
also be discussed for perturbed quadratic forms. A quadratic form T[f,f] is 
said to be compact relative to a positive definite quadratic form -g[f,f] if any 
sequence -(fii), -g[fn ,f,J .< 1 has a subsequence {f,,{> such that T[f,,< -f,; , 
.f,,, -fk] --f 0, m, R ---z a. By D[A] we denote the domain of the quadratic form 
-11. The spectrum of a sectorial quadratic form is the spectrum of the operator, 
generated by the form. The connection between sectorial forms and operators is 
described in [2, p. 4041. Below C denotes various constants. The results were 
announced in [4] and applied in [S, 61. 
2. ~LIAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. If  the operator T-4-l is compact, then B = .A + T is closed. If 
the operators A-l, TA-l, B-IT are compact, 0 $ o(B), then u(B) is discrete. 
THEOREM 2. If d = A * > m > 0, the operator &lT is compact in HA , 
D(T) I) HA , B = B”, then h,(B). h;l(<4) + 1, n + co. 
THEOREM 3. If Q, S are compact linear operators in H, such that dim R(Q) 
= co, N(I + S) = CO), then JJQ + QS) d;‘(Q) -+ 1, JJQ + SQ) d;‘(Q) --, I, 
n--tco. 
THEOREM 4. If d-l, d-IT, and Tr-lpl are compact, 0 $ u(B), then u(B) is 
discrete, d,(B) d;‘(A) + 1, n -+ 03. If  TA;l-‘, AT-’ are compact and B norm4d, 
0 6 a(B), and A = A* is semiboundedfrom below, then An(B) &‘(A) + 1, n + 8~. 
THEOREM 5. If -4[f, f ]  is a positicje-definite quadratic form in H, zuith discrete 
spectrum, and a closed densely defined real valued form T[f, f  ] is compact relative to 
J[fi f], D[-41 C D[Tl, then theform B[f,fl = Jf,fl + Wfl, WBI =@-41 
has discrete spectrum such that X,(B) &l(A) 4 1, n --, a. 
LEMM.4 1. Let {fn} be a noncompact bounded sequence in H. Then there exists 
a noncompact sequence $,,, , $,, - 0, such that #J,,, = fn,+, - fnm . 
LEMMA 2. The operator (A*A + I)-’ is compact i f f  (A - AI)-l is compact. 
LEMMA 3. A linear operator T in H is compact $7 (1) yn = suph& 1 2% / . 
1 h j-1 -+ 0, n -+ co, OY (2) ( Tgn , g,J - 0, n - io, for any g, - 0, n + CC). 
LEMX4 4. Let ,4-l be bounded. The operator TrZ-l is compact ij T is A-corn- 
pact, i.e., if 1 fn 1 + 1 Afn 1 < C then Tfn converges. 
Remark 1. If  T > 0 then A-IT is compact in HA if W(H, - HT) is com- 
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pact. Here W(ZZ, -+ ZZr) denotes the embedding operator. I f  I(Tf,,f)l < (Qf, f), 
Q 3 0, and W(ZZ,., -+ Ho) is compact, then A-l’Z is compact in HA (see [3, 
P. 371). 
LEMMA 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5 let t be a self-adjoint and 
compact operator on the space HA defined by the equality T[f, f ]  = [tf, f], where 
[u, v] denotes the inner product in HA . Then the form T[f, f ]  can be represented 
as follows: 
T[f, f ]  = T,Jf, f ]  + T[f, f], and for an arbitrarily small E, j T[f, f]l < 
c[f, f  1, while T,[f, f ]  is a quadratic form in n-dimensional space with the property 
that I T,[f,fll <c I f  ?. 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of Lemma 1. If  fn is bounded but not a compact sequence it is possible 
to select a subsequence (denoted also by f,J such that fn - f ,  where f,, is also 
not compact. To finish the proof one must construct a subsequence 4, = 
f%+, - f% which is also not compact, as it is clear that q$, - 0. 
In the following we use the argument given in [3, p. 411. If  #m converges, then 
#m -+ 0. But if fn is not a compact sequence it is possible to find a subsequence 
{fn,3 such that I fn,+, -f,, / > E > 0. This implies that 1 #n / > 6 and I&, + 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let (A - U)-l b e compact. To show that (A*il + I)-l 
is compact consider a bounded sequence {fn} such that I(A*A + I) fn 1 < C. 
We show that some subsequence {f,,,} converges. Since I((A*iZ + I)frA , fn)l = 
1 Afn I2 + / fn I2 < c, this implies that I Afn 1 + I fn 1 < c, ](A - AI)fn I < c. 
As (A - Z)-l is compact a subsequence {fn,} converges. Thus (A*-4 + I)-l is 
compact. Conversely, suppose that (A*4 + I)-’ is compact, then (A*4 -+ Z)-l12 
is compact. It is sufficient to show that I(-4 - M) fn I < c, h 6 ~(-4) implies that 
{fn,} converges. 
If  I(&4 - Wfn I < c, h $ u(A), then I 4fn I + lfn I < c, (Afn , AfJ + 
(fn , fn) < c. But D(A) = D{(A*A + I)‘/“>. Thus, I(A*A + 1)lj2fn [ < c. As 
(A*,4 + Z)-lj2 is compact a subsequence {fn,} converges. 
Proof of Lemma 3. (1) Let h, ,..., h, be an orthonormal basis in L, , and T 
compact. It is clear that 0 < yn+l < yn , so lim yn = y, n + co. If  y  > 0 then 
there exists a sequence {fn}, such that fn 1 L, , j fn 1 = 1, I Tfn I > y  > 0. 
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that fn- 0, as p(f, L,) + 0, 
Qf E H, n + CO. As T is compact, Tfn + 0. This contradiction shows that y  = 0. 
To prove the sufficiency we let g, G h - tin, $,, z x: (h, hi) hj , I,!I, EL, , 
gn IL, > T,h 3 Tr,b, . 
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Then 
/ T - T, [ = sup I(T - T,) h 1 = sup I Tgn I < sup I Tg I 
Ihl=l I,LL,.IO, 12=+1&,,l* OlL".ld<l 
- yn - 0, n+oo. 
As T, has the finite rank, T is compact. 
(2) The necessity of condition (2) is trivial. From the known polarization 
identity (Tf, g> = 0.WW + g), f  + g) - (T(f - g>, f  - g) + i[( T(f + ig), 
f  + ig) - (T(f - ig), f  - ig)]} and condition (2) it follows, that (Tfn , gJ + 0 
when fn-O,g,,- 0. So T is compact. 
Proof ofLemma 4. If  / fn I < c and TAP1 is compact then TA4-lf,,, converges. 
Let A-‘fn = g, , fn = Ag, . As -4-l is bounded I g, 1 < c. Thus I g, 1 + 1 -4g, j 
-< c implies that Tgnk converges. This implies that T is r2-compact. I f  T is 
A-compact, I fn I < c then TA-‘f, = Tg,, and I g, I < c, j =Ig,, I < c. Thus 
{Tgnk} converges. 
Proof of Theorem I. (a) Letf,, -+ f, Bfn = Afn + Tf,, -fg. Then (t) I 14fn / 
< c, as shown below, { Tfn,} converges by Lemma 4 and {Afn,} converges. As A 
is closed f E D(A) = D(B) and B is closed. To prove (*) suppose that ) Afn I + 
a3. Then setting f; = fn I Afn 1-l we obtain that 1 fd 1 - 0, I Afi I = 1, 
Afi + Tfi --+ 0. Thus TfnL converges. Thus Afi converges and as A is closed 
and If; j + 0, we have I Afi 1 -+ 0. But this is impossible as 1 Afi I = 1. Thus 
(*) is valid and B is closed. (b) To demonstrate that the spectra u(B) is discrete 
it must be proved that if X E a(B) then h $ a,(B) u a,.(B) and o,(B) = u&B). Let 
h E u,(B). Then a non-compact bounded sequence {fn} exists, such that 
Afn + Tf,, - hfn -+ 0. By Lemma 1, a non-compact sequence {#m}, {z&J- 0 
exists, such that A$,,, - h& + T&,, --+ 0, t,& - XA-lt+b, + A-IT&,, + 0. As 
A-lT is compact and $, - 0 it follows that &,, - XA-+&,, + 0. Without using 
the compactness of A-l we prove that h $ u,(B) follows from the fact that A-lT 
and TA-’ are compact. I f  h f  0 then A-l& - h-r~/,~ + 0, so that h-l E u,(A-‘). 
But u,(A-‘) = (0). This contradiction proves that h # uC(B). If  h = 0 then 
4, -+ 0. This is impossible as zJrn is not compact. So h $ u,(B). Let h E u,(B), 
(B* -XI)f = 0. S’ mce B = A(1 + rZ-IT), it follows that B* = (I + &44-lT)* A* 
= -4* + T*. Suppose now that h C$ u(A). Then f + (A* - x1)-l T*f = 0. As 
T(A - Xr)-l is compact the equation g + T(A - XI)-rg = 0 has a solution 
g#O. Hence (A + T--/\l)h =O, h =(A-AI)-lg#O, h~u,(B). It 
implies that X $ u,(B). I f  h E u(A) then h + E 6 u(-4), where E > 0 is sufhciently 
small, as u(A) is discrete. Therefore the equality f  + [tZ* - (1 + e)I]-’ x 
(T* + d)f = 0 holds. Since [-4 - (h + e)I]-l and [A - (/\ + c) 11-l T are 
compact (only here use is made of the compactness of A-l), equation 
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g + (Tf EI)’ [A - (A + c)I]-1 g = 0 has a solution g f  0. As above it follows 
that h E o,(B) and therefore that X 4 a,(B). I f  0 $ a(B), then a,(B) = ud(B).l 
Proof of Theorem 2. ds A-‘7’ is compact in H, it follows that H, = HA , 
and o(B) is discrete [see 3, pp. 38, 421, and by Lemma 3 
(Tf?f) a, E sup ~- = [A-‘l’f7fl-o 
ILL”(A) 4fYfl flLy?4) [ftfl ’ 
n--t cci. 
Here &(&I) is a linear span of n first eigenelements of operator d, and sign 1 
denotes orthogonality in HA . Using the inequality inf a(1 + b) 2 
infa(1 -supb), a>O, -1 <6 < 1 one has 
where a, + 0. By symmetry h,+r(A) > A,+r(B) (1 - 6,), 6, - 0. Thus 
h,(B) h,‘(A) --f 1, n - 00. 
Remark 2. The proof implies that only a finite number of eigenvalues X,(B) 
can be negative. 
Proof of Theorem 3. As d,,a(Q + QS) = &{(I + S*) U(I + S)}, t,’ = Q*Q, 
X,(U) = dn2(Q). S’ mce S is compact and N(I + S) = (0}, one has (I + S)-l = 
I + r, and (I + S*)-l = I + r*, where r is compact. Let V = (I + S*) U(l + S) 
> 0. If  it can be shown that (*) A,( I’) < h,(U) (1 + a,), a, + 0, n + 00, then 
by symmetry h,(U) < h,(V) (1 + 6,), b, + 0, n -+ co, and h,(V) . A;‘(U)+ 1, 
rz + 03. This is equivalent to the first statement of Theorem 3. 
The second statement of Theorem 3 can be proved similarly. Next it will be 
shown that 
< sup (& g) -. IiLJ?i < A 
flM” (5 g) fl%a (f,f) ’ n+l 
(U) (1 + a,), 
(*) 
an + 0, n + 00. Here g = (1+ S) f,  M,, is the linear n-dimensional subspace so 
chosen that the condition f  1 Mr, is equivalent to the condition g 1 L,(U), 
1 See Appendix. 
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L,(U), being the linear span of the first eigenelements A ,..., $n of the operator 
U, nl, is the span of the elements #j = (I + S*) & . I f  (g, $j) = 0 then 0 = 
(f, (I+ S*)&) = (f, #j). AS I + S* is invertible, the system #r ,..., 4, is 
linearly independent, dim M = n and p(f, M,) - 0, n - co, Vf E 23. (*) 
involves the use of the equality 
;yn $3 = 1 + ;;“M9, I(SfYff>l + I(f, WI + (Sf, Sf) = 1 + a (fTf) 1/T 
a, ---f 0, n --f co, which in turn follows from Lemma 3 and the compactness of S. 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Theorem 1, o(B) is discrete. As 0 I$ a(B), B = 
rl(l + C), C = -d-T, thus N(1+ C) = (01, B-l = (I + C)-I -4-l, d,“(B) = 
di2(B-1) = si2{(1 + S)Q}. Here Q = A-‘, I + S = (I+ C)-l, Q, and S are 
compact. By Theorem 3, g;‘(Q) bn{(l+ S) Q} --f 1, n + a. Thus o,(B) o;‘(-4) 
+ I, n ---f CO. To prove the second statement of Theorem 4, recall that if A = A* 
and if o(A) is discrete then A-l is compact. As B is normal a,(B) = 3. I f  
TA-l is compact then it follows from the argument of Theorem 1 that a,(B) = 0. 
As 0 4 a(B) operator B-l is compact, B-l = A-l(I -1 T&l)-l, N(I + T-4-l) = 
{0}, (1+ TA-l)-l = I + r, where r is compact. Consequently it follows that 
a,(B) q’(A) + I, n 4 03. As -4 = A* and B is normal, it is known that 1 h,(a)1 
= dJ-4) and that d,(B) = 1 /\,(B)j . To prove that h,(B) /\;‘(d) -+ 1, n - us it 
is sufficient to prove that / X,(B)1 I\;‘(B) + 1, YI + CO. Let Afrl + Tf,, = X,fil , 
An = h,(B), (f, , fn,) = 6,,, . Then fn + Cf,, = X,&lfil , and C = sZ-‘T is 
compact, so A, = (-W,i ,f,$l [I + (Cfn ,f,J]. Hence 
1 Im h, / . 1 Re h, 1-l < 1 “ckc,fny ), - 0, n+ co. 
n1 n 
Proof of Lemma 5. If  T[f, f] is compact relative to 9[f, f], then T[f, f] 
is bounded in H., . Recall that T[f, f] = [tf, f], t being the self-adjoint bounded 
operator in H.4 . As T[f, f] is compact relative to &![Jf], t is compact in H,., , 
t = t,, + t, , where t, has finite rank, 1 t, 1 < E, / t, 1 being the norm of operator 
in Hq . Hence T[f,fl = [fnf,fl i [t6f,fl = TJf,fl + T,[f,fl, I TJftfll G 
4f,f]. Let+, ,..., $, be the basis of the diagonal representation oft, , [tnf, f] = 
~~~1 Ai i[f, rbj]12, c+5j E Hq . As D(A) is dense in H,, one can find (#j} E D(A), 
II lcIj - 4j llHA < 6 SO that I[f, dj]l’ G I[f> $jI + [f, dj - $jIi’ G 2 I[fi $jII’ i- 
2 llf I2 s*, I[f, #j]l’ = I(fi A4$j)12 < C If 12. Hence l[tnfrf]l < & llf II* + C If lsr 
C = C(n, ,ij). From here we get B[f,J] = =I[f,fJ + T[f,f] 2 -3[f, f ] (I - 
CS? - c) - C 1 f 12. Setting C6’ + E < I one can see that B[f,f] is semi- 
bounded in H from below, and that HB = H,, . 
Proof of Theorem 5. As B[f, f] IS semibounded in H from below there exists 
an m > 0 such that B,,[f, f] E B[f, f] + m(f, f) is positive definite in H. Let 
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B, == B + m and B be the self-adjoint operators generated by the forms B,,([f, f ]  
and B[f,f] respectively. It is clear that X,(B,) = h,(B) + m. As X,(A) --f +oz 
the equality X,(B) h;‘(A) -+ 1, n + co is equivalent to the equality X,(B,,,) A;‘(d) 
-+ 1, 12 -+ ,eo. Thus it can be supposed that operator B is positive definite. The 
spectrum o(B) is discrete i f f  W(I(H, - H) is compact (Rellich theorem). But 
W(H, --f H) is compact i f f  W(H, -+ H) is compact because HA = HB . As 
o(A) is discrete the operator W(H, - H) is compact. And thus u(B) is discrete. 
Further, the following holds: 
where a, + 0, n - cc,. The relation a, +O follows from Lemma 3 and the 
compactness of T[f,f] relative to -4[f,f], LJ.4) denotes the linear span of the 
first n eigenelements of the operator A. By symmetry /\,+,(A) 3 h,+,(B) (1 - !I,), 
b,, --L 0, n + co. Thus h,(B) /\;‘(A) -+ 1, n m+ zc. 
3. EXAMPLES 
I. Let H = L”(D), D E R”‘, be a bounded domain with the smooth boundary 
r, ~4[f,fl = JD II w  + Ifl">~~, T[f,f] = Jr h(s) I f(s)l* ds, h(s) E Cl(r). 
Here ?“[A f] is assumed to be compact relative to r2[f,f], so X,(B) A-‘(=2) + I. 
n 4 co. Here (h,(J)} is the spectrum of the inner Neumann problem for the 
doomain D, {h,(B)} is the spectrum of the following problem: 
-Af+f=pf in D, l.f/iYN + h(s)f = 0 on r. 
2. Consider the problem L,u = X,u in D, L = L, + L, , where L, is a self- 
adjoint elliptic differential operator of order 2r, L, a differential operator of 
order rr < 2r in H = L*(D). Suppose that N(L,) = (0). The operators L;‘L, , 
L,L;l are compact in H. According to Theorem 4, cl,(L) ti;‘(L,) + 1, n 4 CG. If 
in addition N(L) = {0}, L, is self-adjoint, L normal, then h,,(L) &‘(L,) --f 1, 
?z~co. 
These examples are of illustrative nature. The results of these examples are 
known, but here results have been obtained without any calculations or estimates. 
5. COMMENTS 
In [I, p. 351 the following theorems are proved: (1) ifQ > 0, dim R(Q) = ‘~1, 
Q compact K = (I + S) Q, K = K*, S compact, N(I + S) = {O> then 
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An(K) + 1, 12 4 co; (2) if Q = Q*, dim R(Q) = ~1, S compact, :V(Q) = 
{0), A’(Z + S) = (01, and K = Q(Z + S) then J,(K) a;‘(Q) --, I, II -+ ;c. Both 
theorems are corollaries to Theorem 3, which was proven without assuming that 
K or Q were self-adjoint. Theorem(2) is an immediate consequence of Theorem3, 
while Theorem (1) is implied by Theorem 5 once it is observed that X,,(K) 1:: 0 
for any sufficiently large n and that LIJK) = A,(K) whenever h,(K) I:- 0. 
APPENDIS 
LEMMA. Zj -4-l and T/-l are compact and :Y(B + KZ) = (0) for some 
number K $ u(A), then o(B) = ud(B). Hew X(B) : Ker B. 
Proof. We have (A + T - AZ)-’ = (-4 - ZCZ)ml (1 $- Q - pS)ml, lvhere 
S =Y (A + KZ))t, Q ~5 T(,4 + KZ)-‘, p := h -C K, S, Q are compact. I f  
iV(B + KZ) = {O] then V{(Z + Q) (-4 + KZ)} = (0) and -V(Z + Q) =: (0;. 
Thus (I + Q)-l exists on the whole space H. Therefore by the well-known 
result (I + Q - pS))l is a finitemeromorphic operator function. It means that 
(I + Q - @-’ is a meromorphic operator function in p and its Laurent 
coefficients are finite rank operators. The lemma is proved. Part (b) in the proof 
of Theorem 1 follows from the lemma without assumption about compactness of 
&?lT. 
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